In the design of embedded systems, hardware and software need to be co-explored together to meet targets of performance and energy. With the use of application-specific instruction-set processors, as a stand-alone solution or as a part of a system on chip, the customization of processors for a particular application is a known method to reduce energy requirements and provide performance. In particular, processor designs with exposed data paths trade compile time complexity for simplified control hardware and lower running costs. An exposed data path also allows the removal of unused components of interconnection network, once the application is compiled. In this paper, we propose the use of a compiler technique for processors with exposed data paths, called software bypassing. Software bypassing allows the compiler to schedule data transfers between execution units directly, bypassing the use of a general-purpose register file, increasing scheduling freedom, with reduced dependencies induced by the reuse of registers, decreasing the number of read and write accesses to register files, and allowing the use of register files with less read and write ports while maintaining or improving performance and maintaining reprogrammability. We compare our proposal against an architecture exploration technique, connectivity reduction, which finds in compiled application all interconnection network components that are used and removes those which are not, leading to an energy-efficient application-specific instruction-set processor. We observe that the use of software bypassing leads to improvements in application speed, with architectures having the smallest number of register file ports consistently outperforming architectures with larger number of ports, and reduction in energy consumption. In contrast, connectivity reduction maintains the same application speed, reduces energy consumption, and allows for increase in processor frequency; however, with the clock frequency increased to match the performance of software bypassing, energy consumption grows. We also observe that in case reprogrammability is not an issue, the most energy-efficient solution is a combination of software bypassing and connectivity reduction.
Introduction
In an embedded domain, unlike in more traditional highperformance computing, performance closely relates to energy. Efficient solutions utilize the knowledge of application or application domain to explore hardware and software techniques, eventually leading to application-specific instruction-set processors, and to provide enough performance for a particular task, or set of tasks, while minimizing energy requirements.
The exploration of available instruction-level parallelism (ILP) and the use of instruction-set extensions are common ways to improve clock cycle performance, leading to lower operation frequencies and lower energy requirements.
When exploring ILP in computation, large number of general-purpose registers contributes to the increase in performance. Having program variables in independent registers allows data-independent computation paths to be scheduled in parallel, on different execution units. However, in terms of algorithm computation, the time and energy spent on transferring values between function units and register files are wasted, not contributing to actual computation directly, since only the energy spent http://jes.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/9 while computing in function units is actually useful to compute results.
In addition, when parallel execution requires access to several general-purpose registers in the same cycle, register files need to provide enough read and write ports to allow such access, leading to increased complexity and higher energy requirements of register files.
Another method on how to increase the performance of embedded processors is the customization of instruction set [1, 2] . Complex computation patterns can be implemented as custom function units, providing better performance and freeing other processor resources for independent computation paths. This customization, however, often leads to implementation with higher number of input values and produces several results, further elevating the problem of the number of register file ports and necessary data transports between function units and register files.
Yet another method to reduce energy requirements of a custom processor is the optimization of the data path. To maintain the best programmability and allow maximum ILP exploitation, processor interconnection networks tend to be designed for the worst case scenario. However, once the application schedule is set, we can simply remove all the unused components of the interconnection network, eventually maintaining only the required connections (connectivity reduction). This has an effect on reduction in interconnection network complexity, instruction fetch and decode energy requirements, and can allow for increase in processor clock frequency. An unfortunate effect of connectivity reduction, however, is limitation to reprogrammability, or no reprogrammability at all, of such a processor. In case the application is modified and needs to be recompiled for the reduced architecture, the compiler may produce inefficient schedule working around missing connections or fail to schedule completely.
In this paper, we propose the use of a compiler optimization technique called software bypassing, suitable for architectures with exposed data paths, as a tool for improving energy efficiency. By allowing the compiler to schedule data transfers directly between function unit outputs and inputs, reading the value of previous computation from the register file becomes unnecessary. This helps reduce unnecessary energy costs of register files. In addition, in the case where all of the uses of produced values can be bypassed directly, the actual write of value to general-purpose register can be discarded during compilation (dead result move elimination), reducing the total number of data transfers on the interconnection network and further contributing to reduction in processor energy consumption.
Additional benefit of this optimization is the reduction of false data dependencies created by register allocation when several program variables reuse the same register to store the data, effectively allowing the scheduler more scheduling freedom and increases available ILP to explore during instruction scheduling.
We reason that the combined benefits of software bypassing (reduction in register file reads and writes, reduction in the number of data transfers on the interconnection network, and improved cycle count) match those of connectivity reduction when it comes to energy efficiency while maintaining full reprogrammability.
In situations where reprogrammability is not an issue, we propose the use of a combination of software bypassing and connectivity reduction. We reason that the benefits of these two complement each other, providing for large energy savings. In particular, in order to match the clock cycle improvements gained by the use of software bypassing, a processor with only reduced connectivity needs to run with higher clock frequency, eventually leading to an increase in energy requirements, possibly exceeding energy budget.
In our previous work [3] , we considered a conservative approach to software bypassing and investigated its effect on clock cycle performance and reduction in register files reads and writes depending on the heuristic parameter guiding bypassing decisions. We also discussed the impact of heuristic when to bypass on register file and interconnection network energy consumption, however, using only a hardware estimator [4] and single architecture.
In this paper, we propose a novel bypassing algorithm and use an extensive set of register file architecture types to investigate the effect of bypassing and connectivity reduction on the energy of various processor core components directly influenced by one or both of the methods. In addition, we investigate the cost of matching the performance improvements brought by bypassing via synthesis for higher clock frequency when only connectivity reduction is available. We evaluate our approach using commercially available tools for processor synthesis, gate level simulation, and power analysis.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses previous work. Section 3 gives a short introduction to architectures with exposed data paths and describes our choice, transport-triggered architectures. Section 4 gives an overview of our novel software bypassing algorithm with integrated dead result move elimination, as well as connectivity reduction. Section 5 outlines our experimental setup, and Section 6 provides a discussion of the results of our experiments. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper.
Related work
Effects of bypassing register files are known and appreciated in processor design [5, 6] , with reported register file power reduction of 12% on average for Intel XScale http://jes.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/9 processor and performance loss of 2% in [5] and up to 80% register file energy reduction compared to Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)/Very Long Instruction Word (VLIW) counterparts in [6] . More and more effort is spent in focusing on computation and distancing from the temporary data storage.
The traditional use of register files for storing data becomes a problem with monolithic register files (RF) in VLIW processors with a large number of function units. The requirement of a large number of RF ports in such case makes the use of monolithic RF prohibitively expensive. Common solutions involve the clustering of RF into a number of smaller ones. Intercluster communication can then be implemented using RF to RF copying and/or read/write between dedicated function units and RF across clusters. However, as shown in [7, 8] , using only register to register copies between clusters reduces achievable ILP when compared to monolithic RF. Results closer to a monolithic RF file can be achieved with the use of direct reads and writes from a dedicated function unit to RF in different clusters, suggesting that the RF to RF copies between clusters should be avoided when possible.
Another step towards better performance and more achievable ILP is bypassing data directly from function unit to function unit, avoiding the use of RF altogether. Such a solution improves performance and reduces the energy required by RF but can be also used to reduce the number of required RF ports while retaining performance.
The effective use of RF bypassing is dependent on the architecture's division of work between the software and the hardware. In order to bypass the RF, the compiler or hardware logic must be able to determine what the consumers of the bypassed value are, effectively requiring data flow information, and how the direct operand transfer can be performed in the hardware.
While hardware implementations of RF bypassing may be transparent to a programmer, they also require additional logic and wiring in the processor and can only analyze a limited instruction window for the required data flow information. Hardware implementations of bypassing cannot get the benefit of reduced register pressure since the registers are already allocated to the variables when the program is executing. However, the benefits from the reduced number of RF accesses are achieved. Register renaming [9] also increases available ILP by the removal of false dependencies. Dynamic strands presented in [10] are an example of an alternative hardware implementation of RF bypassing. Strands are dynamically detected atomic units of execution where registers can be replaced by direct data transports between operations. In Explicit Data Graph Execution (EDGE) architectures [11] , operations are statically assigned to execution units, but they are scheduled dynamically in a data-flow fashion. Instructions are organized in blocks, and each block specifies its register and memory inputs and outputs. Execution units are arranged in a matrix, and each unit in the matrix is assigned a sequence of operations from the block to be executed. Each operation is annotated with the address of the execution unit to which the result should be sent. Intermediate results are thus transported directly to their destinations.
Static strands in [12] follow an earlier work [10] to decrease hardware costs. Strands are found statically during compilation and annotated to pass the information to the hardware. As a result, the number of required registers is reduced already in the compile time. This method was, however, applied only to transient operands with a single definition and single use, effectively up to 72% of dynamic integer operands, bypassing about half of them [12] . The authors reported 16% to 24% savings in issue energy, 17% to 20% savings in bypass energy, 13% to 14% savings in register file energy, and 15% improvement in instruction per cycle, using a cycle-accurate simulator for two hardware models: Renesas (formerly Hitachi) SuperH SH4a and IBM PowerPC 750FX embedded microprocessor.
Dataflow mini-graphs [13] are treated as atomic units by a processor. They have the interface of a single instruction, with intermediate variables alive only in the bypass network. In [14] , architecturally visible 'virtual registers' are used to reduce register pressure through bypassing. In this method, a virtual register is only a tag marking data dependence between operations without having physical storage location in the RF.
Software implementations of bypassing analyze codes during compile time and pass to the processor the exact information about the sources and the destinations of bypassed data transports, thus avoiding any additional bypassing and analyzing logic in the hardware. This requires an architecture with an exposed data path that allows such direct programming, like the transport-triggered architectures (TTA) [15, 16] , synchronous transfer architecture [17] , FlexCore [18] , noinstruction-set-computer [19] , or static pipelining [20] . A commercial application of the TTA paradigm is the Maxim MAXQ general-purpose microcontroller family [21] .
The assignment of destination addresses in an EDGE architecture corresponds to software bypassing in a transport-triggered setting. Software-only bypassing was previously implemented for a TTA architecture using the experimental MOVE framework [22, 23] and MOVE-Pro [6] . TTAs are a special type of VLIW architectures. They allow programs to define explicitly the operations executed in each function unit (FU) as well as to define how (with position in instruction defining bus) and when http://jes.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/9 data are transferred (moved) to each particular port of each unit. With the option of having registers in input and output ports of FUs, TTA allows the scheduler to move operands to FUs in different cycles and read results several cycles after they are computed. Therefore, the limiting factor for bypassing is the availability of connections between the source FU and destination FUs. In our previous work [3] , we introduced a simple, conservative software bypassing implementation. We, however, only focused on the improvements in cycle counts and register file read and write accesses when changing bypass aggressiveness heuristics. In [24] , we discussed the mentioned simple bypassing algorithm in terms of energy only using a hardware cost estimation model [4] and single architecture.
Exposing data paths: transport triggering approach
TTA [15] is an exposed data path architecture which allows the number of architectural resources to be selected, e.g., selection of the number and size of register files, number of read and write ports for each register file individually. Similarly, the number of function units as well as the operation set of each function unit can be defined by an architecture designer. To connect them together, the interconnection network is designed, with choice of the number of buses and sockets to be used. Each socket provides connection between the function unit or register file port and one or more buses. This allows for fully connected architectures, with most compiler freedom to choose how to transport data between the source and destination, as well as heavily reduced connectivity, with buses connecting only a small number of components. It is necessary to point out that a complex fully connected interconnection network is expensive and limits the maximum clock frequency. Alternatively, an optimized connectivity could allow for higher frequency; however, it reduces scheduling freedom. With less alternatives for transport, potentially parallel data transports often need to be serialized. Figure 1 shows an example of TTA. There are two function units in Figure 1 , denoted as FU: one serving as an arithmetic and logic unit (ALU) and the other as LSU. GCU: denotes global control unit, which is responsible for branching operations, and RF: denotes a single register file with two read and two write ports. Figure 1 also shows five transport buses and 13 sockets connected to units and buses. It can be seen in Figure 1 that not all the sockets are connected to all the buses (as the black dot denotes connection).
Another interesting aspect of TTA comes from VLIW inheritance. An instruction defines what data transports are to be performed on each bus, which leads to wide instruction words. As a matter of fact, for each bus in the system, the instruction word encodes the source field of transport as well as destination field of transport. While increasing number of buses leads to more freedom for the compiler to schedule, it also increases the instruction width. Reducing the connectivity between sockets and buses typically leads to a lower number of bits required to encode data transport for individual bus and narrows the instruction width. However, in order to significantly reduce the negative impact of the instruction width, instruction compression can be applied. Using dictionary compression [25, 26] , for example, the code density can be improved significantly with a decrease in spent energy as well.
Software bypassing and connectivity reduction algorithms
In this section, we first discuss our two implementations of software bypassing: First is a conservative approach, previously published in [3] , while the second one is an opportunistic approach, which has not been published previously.
Software bypassing and dead result move elimination
Software bypassing and dead result move elimination on TTA processors can be illustrated with an example. Let us consider the following code excerpt on RISC-type architecture:
add R3,r1,r2 add R5,r4,R3 mul r1,R3,R5
The same code in a typical TTA syntax on a machine with two buses could be the following: We can see that individual data transport to operand (denoted with .o suffix) registers and trigger registers (.t) from the general-purpose registers (rX or RX) are explicitly defined. In the same manner, the data transport from the result register (.r) to general-purpose registers are explicit. It is worth noting that the timing of data transport is not fixed. For instance, register r4 is written to the operand register of add one cycle before register R3 is written to the trigger register of add, starting actual computation. Similarly, the operand write of mul is two cycles before the trigger write of the same operation starts execution. The same code with software bypassing and dead result move elimination applied could be the following: We can observe direct data transports from the result to operand or trigger registers. Data transports from the result register to the general-purpose register are completely scraped for both additions (dead result move elimination), as the results are used just once in multiplication, where they are transported directly from the result register of the adder. Compared to the first RISC-like example, we can observe that all the registers denoted with capital RX have disappeared, while the amount of work function units performed remains the same.
As the number of registers available in the architecture is limited, the compiler reuses the same registers to store different variables through the execution of the program. This leads to false dependencies when instruction scheduling as reordering of the data transport can be limited by not real data dependence, such as producer consumer, but false dependence such as write-after-read or write-after-write. The removal of the uses of registers reduces this problem induced by register allocation.
Our first bypassing algorithm is based on a data dependence graph as a part of list scheduling, previously published in [3] . In order to prevent possible deadlocks, the algorithm uses conservative implementation, which first schedules data transports of all operands before attempting to bypass operands directly from the result registers of other function units which produced required values. Redundant result writes to the register file can be removed only once all the uses of the value written to the register file get bypassed and the value is not used outside the current basic block. As a heuristic when not to bypass, simple distance in cycles between the original write to the register, where the producer produces a value, and the cycle where the value is scheduled to be read from the register to the operand of the consumer is used (lookBackDistance). It is notable that this implementation works with top-down scheduling algorithms [27] .
Our second bypassing algorithm is also based on a data dependence graph. However, while in the first case we used a top-down scheduling algorithm, in this case, we reversed the direction and implemented bypassing during bottom-up scheduling. Due to the nature of bottom-up scheduling, we start the scheduling of operation by scheduling all result moves of operation. This has an advantage of immediate availability of information whether or not all of the uses of the result value become bypassed and an unnecessary write to the register file can be removed immediately.
In addition, our implementation starts with scheduling of result moves with an attempt to find all bypass destinations and create direct bypass moves -early bypassing. Only in case some of the destinations cannot be bypassed, or the result value needs to be used outside the scope of the current basic block, the result move to register in the register file is scheduled. Afterwards, the bypassing is attempted once again for the destinations that did not get http://jes.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/9 bypassed during early bypassing. While this late bypassing does not contribute to improvement in cycle counts of the current operation anymore, it still removes unnecessary read from the register file and frees register file read port.
Only once all of the result moves of the operation are scheduled, with or without bypasses, the algorithm attempts to schedule input operand moves as well. In case the schedule of operand moves fails, the result moves are unscheduled and a reschedule is attempted, with only early bypassing enabled. If the scheduling of operands still fails, result moves are unscheduled again and a reschedule is attempted, with only late bypassing enabled. Once again, if the schedule of operands still fails, scheduled moves are unscheduled and a reschedule is attempted, without any bypassing enabled. Only if all previous attempts fail, the starting cycle of the scheduling is decreased and a reschedule is attempted.
The outline of our scheduling algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, with inputs denoting the set of the input operands of the operation being scheduled and with outputs denoting the possibly empty set of the results the operation produces. The ScheduleOperandWrites method simply tries to schedule input operands of the operation as late as possible once the results of the operation are successfully scheduled, taking into account the latency and pipeline characteristics of the operation on the selected function unit. The method UnscheduleResultReads simply unschedules all the previously scheduled results of the operation and undo possible bypasses.
Actual bypassing of result moves is presented in Algorithm 2, with cycle denoting the starting cycle from which the scheduling starts, outputs denoting the possibly empty set of results the operation being scheduled produces, and the two flags bypassEarly and bypassLate indicating if bypassing should be attempted early or late or both. The method ScheduleCandidateALAP tries to schedule the original result move to register as late as possible, starting from cycle, in case not all of the result reads were successfully bypassed or if the result is used in a different basic block.
Other bypassing strategies are possible, including preregister allocation bypassing [28] , recursively bypassing chain of operations on critical path, bypassing after the block is fully scheduled without changing schedule to reduce only register file accesses, etc.
Simple connectivity reduction
With the freedom of design choices offered by transporttriggered architectures, the process of manually optimizing the connectivity of actual processor can become rather difficult. We start by manually selecting a register file configuration, as will be described in Section 5, and fully connected interconnection network.
We used simple connectivity reduction. The idea behind the algorithm is to schedule an application for fully connected TTA and then simply remove the connections of function units and register files to the buses that were never used in the existing schedule. In addition, whole function units and their respective sockets could be removed, if unused by the application. The reduction in the number of socket-to-bus connection should lead to less bits required to encode source and destination fields of data transports for buses and possibly allow for higher clock frequency to be achieved.
Experimental setup
We selected open-source TTA-based Co-design Environment [29, 30] as the platform for our experiments.
To evaluate the effect of software bypassing and connectivity reduction, we selected an integer subset of CHStone v1.7 [31] benchmark, as described in Table 1 . The selected designs were identical except for their register file configurations. The number of interconnection buses and function units remain the same for all the tested architectures as well as the total number of registers. We selected the number of interconnection buses in such a way that they do not limit the maximum achievable instructionlevel parallelism available in the selected benchmarks. Selected register file configurations could be split into three categories: if not resultsFailed then 10: {Result moves scheduled} 11: else if bypassEarly and bypassLate then 12: bypassLate := false 13: continue {Retry with the same start cycle without late bypassing} 14: else if bypassEarly and not bypassLate then 15: bypassEarly := false 16: bypassLate := true 17: continue {Retry with the same start cycle without early bypassing} 18: else if not bypassEarly and bypassLate then 19: bypassLate := false 20: continue {Retry with the same start cycle without any bypassing} 21:
else 22: bypassEarly := true 23: bypassLate := true 24: cycle := cycle − 1 25: continue {Retry with earlier start cycle and both bypassing methods} 26: end if 27: operandsFailed := ScheduleOperandWrites(cycle, inputs) 28: if not operandsFailed then 29: {Both, results and operands of operation, successfully scheduled} 3: bypassSuccess := false 4: if bypassEarly then 5: Try to bypass all uses of the result move 6: bypassSuccess := BypassMove(result, cycle) 7: if bypassSuccess and result not used outside the current block then 8: All moves that use result were bypassed 9: continue 10: end if 11: end if 12: {Not all uses of result were bypassed} 13: {or the result is used in different block.} 14: ScheduleCandidateALAP(result, cycle) 15: if not result is scheduled then 16: UndoBypass(result) 17: return false 18: end if 19: if bypassLate then 20: {Still try to bypass result uses to reduce antidependencies} 21: BypassMove(result, cycle) 22: end if 23 Examples of register file implementations are shown in Figure 5a ,b. The structure of the register file can be divided into three parts:
For each data input port, the register file contains an input opcode, which specifies the register ought to be written in the register bank, and an input trigger, which describes when the data are ought to be written to the register described in the corresponding opcode.
For each data output port, the register file contains an output opcode, which describes which register is fed to the output port.
When using the register file with single input and output ports, the complexity of the write and read control is transferred to the interconnection network and, while being visible in the data path, can be optimized more effectively by compiler techniques and in the design space exploration. Usually, the register file tends to be the end point of the critical path of the processors. Increasing the input control capacitance and delay by adding a write port has an effect not only on the input control logic of the register file, but also in the interconnection network. The addition of read port to the register file has minor effects to the capacitance and the delay of the control logic.
Remaining parts of our processor stay the same, with three-integer ALUs, one multiplier, a load store unit, and eighteen buses to accommodate for ILP available across our set of benchmarks.
We schedule our selected benchmarks for the set of preselected TTA designs four times. First, we use our previously published top-down scheduling algorithm [3] , with actual software bypassing disabled, and collect resulting data, such as the number of clock cycles the benchmarked application needs to end and the number of reads and writes of the registers in all available register files. We also collect information about instruction width and the number of socket-to-bus connections.
Afterwards, we enable software bypassing with a topdown scheduler and recompile our set of benchmark applications for all the selected architectures again, collecting the same data as above.
Collecting information from more conservative software bypassing implementation, we repeat the steps above using our new, early software bypassing during the bottom-up scheduling algorithm, presented in Section 4.1. We collect data without software bypassing enabled and again with software bypassing enabled. This will allow us to consider differences that scheduling and bypassing strategies have.
For second test, for each combination of benchmark and architecture, we remove unused connections. This has no effect on actual cycle counts, or the number of register file reads and writes, but reduces the number of socket-to-bus connections and in some cases narrows the instruction word width as the number of bits required to address all sockets connected to any bus can drop. The application of bypassing of course changes the schedule, so in some cases, the number of removed connections can be higher for the case without bypassing and vice versa.
Taking those eight sets of data, we synthesize each architecture to 130-nm CMOS standard cell ASIC technology with Synopsys Design Compiler and a run gate-level simulation with Mentor ModelSim. From the results of the gate-level simulation, we acquire gate activity for the Synopsys Power compiler. From the Synopsys Power compiler, we acquire power used by individual architectural components of the processor core, such as interconnection network, individual register files, function units, instruction fetch, and instruction decode.
The processors were synthesized to a 250-MHz clock frequency (4-ns clock period) since for this value, architectures with a larger number of read and write ports can still be synthesized and meet timing constraints.
In addition, after collecting the results from the experiments as described above, we select the architecture configuration that showed the best energy efficiency with software bypassing across our set of benchmarks and take the benchmark's cycle counts as a measure of real-time performance at a 250-MHz frequency. Connectivity reduction does not improve clock cycle performance; therefore, to achieve the same real-time performance, we compute the required frequency as follows: Required frequency = 250 MHz × (Reduced connectivity cycles/Bypassed cycles). We then attempt to synthesize each of the benchmarks for it's required frequency, run gate-level simulation, and collect power data, as described above.
Results of our experiments are discussed in detail in Section 6. Examples of implementations of register files. In this figure, we display the implementation of (a) two register files, each with one read and one write port and (b) a single register file with two read and two write ports.
Results
In the following, we first present results collected during setting up our experiment in Subsection 6.1. Afterwards, we discuss energy results obtained by synthesis and simulation in Subsection 6.2. In addition, we discuss results collected when trying to match real-time performance obtained by the use of software bypassing via synthesizing for higher frequency in Subsection 6.3. http://jes.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/9 6.1 Data collected before synthesis and simulation Figure 6a shows results we collected when scheduling our set of benchmarks for the selected architectures with and without software bypassing. The cycle counts do not change with connectivity reduction applied as reduction is done after the schedule is generated. All the results are normalized to the worst case of top-down scheduler (TD), which is the single register file with a single read and single write port. It is clear from the figure that the bypassing has a dramatic effect on the clock cycles. Additional scheduling freedom and direct read of result from the result register to the operand saves a significant number of clock cycles. This is a factor we expect to hugely contribute to total energy reduction when using software bypassing. The difference between our conservative top-down scheduling and bypassing compared to the more opportunistic bottom-up scheduling (BU) and bypassing is also visible on this figure. The use of the top-down scheduling algorithm translates to slightly better results in terms of clock cycle counts compared to the bottom-up scheduler, in particular for an architecture with a single read and single write port in the single register file. This is mainly caused by the use of another optimization, the delay slot filling. Our implementation of delay slot filling takes advantage of predicated execution, allowing to fill in more than delay slots after the branch operation. Practically, as soon as the predicate used by branch instruction is computed, the operations from the following basic blocks, including the top of the loop body, can be scheduled, guarded by the same predicate. When scheduling the loop body, the top-down scheduler schedules operations not on the critical path, such as loop counter increment and loop repeat condition evaluation, as early as possible, while the bottom-up scheduler schedules them as late as possible, virtually just before the branch takes place. In case loop counter increment is used immediately at the beginning of the basic block, in the case of the top-down scheduler, it is therefore possible to schedule the conditional execution of the operations from the top of the basic block even before the branch operation, and the branch operation then changes the control flow to the later part of the basic block after those filled operations, eventually creating a smaller loop body. In the case of the bottom-up scheduler, the late computation of the loop counter and loop predicate prevents this from happening. Further optimization of identifying such dependencies and taking a mixed approach of bottomup and top-down scheduling would bring the best of both worlds. However, once the bypassing is enabled, the cycle count differences become much smaller, removing the penalty of worse starting point of the bottom-up scheduler. More detailed results of the achieved clock cycles of the two typical cases of our benchmarks, gsm and motion, are presented in Figure 7a ,b respectively. Here, we observe that the effects of using bypassing as well as different register file configurations varies between individual benchmarks. The addition of read and write ports improves the cycle count to a lesser extent than software bypassing, with exception of the gsm benchmark, where bypassing with a single register file with a single read and single write port does not improve performance as much as the addition of read and write ports or more register files. On the contrary, for the case of the motion benchmark, bypassing leads to rather uniform clock cycle counts through the range of architectures.
In Figure 6b , we can see reduction in the number of reads and writes of the register files for each of the selected architectures when software bypassing is applied. the use of bottom-up scheduling and bypassing leads to a significant decrease in the number of register reads and writes compared to more conservative bypassing using top-down scheduling. As previously described, a more detailed analysis of two individual benchmarks, mips and motion, is shown in Figure 8a ,b, respectively. We observe that in the case of the mips benchmark, about 45% of register reads and writes are eliminated when using software bypassing, which represents the worst result from our set of benchmarks. On the other hand, the motion benchmark shows a dramatic difference in reduction of register file reads between the top-down and bottom-up schedulers, reducing over 80% of register writes and 60% of register reads.
In Figure 6c , we can see reduction in instruction width when connectivity reduction is applied, and Figure 6d shows the number of socket-to-bus connections left after connectivity reduction. It can be seen from Figure 6c that there is variation when applying connectivity reduction for cases without bypassing and with bypassing. Since bypassing causes changes to the schedule, there are added direct data transports between function units and the schedule is more compact, leading to more activity per cycle. On the other hand, the number of data transports between function units and register file decreases with software bypassing; therefore, connectivity to the register file can be reduced. It can be seen from those two figures that once again bottom-up scheduling and early bypassing leads to more reduction of instruction width and a lower number of connections left; variation is however only about 5%. A detailed view of the reduction of instruction width with software bypassing of benchmarks adpcm and blowfish is presented in Figure 9a ,b, respectively. Here, we observe that for three of the architectures with a single register file, the removal of unused connection did not lead to a decrease in instruction width at all. For other architectures, we observe that reduction for architectures with several register files varies, following a very similar pattern as seen in Figure 6c , with variations of only few percentage points.
A detailed view of the number of socket-to-bus connections left after connectivity reduction for adpcm and blowfish is shown in Figure 10a of connections to remain. It can also be seen from this figure that software bypassing has a little effect on the number of connections removed, with the largest difference of only about 5% and variation between the top-down and bottom-up schedules of only about 10%. Overall, Figure 6 shows that the connectivity reduction indeed leads to reduction in instruction width and successfully removes a large number of socket-to-bus connections and that the software bypassing produces large reduction in dynamic register reads and writes as well as large drop in cycle counts, with eventually simpler architectures with a single read and single write port in the register file outperforming much larger architectures with multi-ported register files without bypassing. http://jes.eurasipjournals.com/content/2013/1/9
The combination of these reductions has an effect on the power of individual processor components and results in energy reduction.
However, we can also observe that the effect of software bypassing on the successful removal of connections is clearly limited. There is typically at most 5% variation in the number of connections removed between using software bypassing or not and similarly a small variation in instruction width reduction. A larger variation is visible between top-down scheduling with conservative bypassing and bottom-up scheduling with early bypassing. We observe that while the older top-down scheduler provides a better starting point in terms of clock cycles than new bottom-up scheduler implementation, the difference narrows when bypassing is enabled, and overall, in terms of register file accesses, connectivity removal, and instruction width, the novel algorithm performs better.
Results of synthesis and simulation
After performing gate-level simulation on all our benchmarks, architectures, and optimization combinations as described in Section 5, we collected power data for individual processor components. We computed the energy of individual processor components using the common formula Energy = Power × Cycles/Frequency. We computed the averages for all benchmarked applications to focus on overall trends, in addition to individual benchmarks. Figure 11 shows the energy of all processor core components as it changes for architectures and applied connectivity reduction and bypassing. Specifically, on Figure 11a , FC TD denotes a fully connected architecture configuration with top-down scheduling, RC TD denotes an architecture with reduced connectivity with top-down scheduling, FC BU denotes a fully connected architecture configuration with bottom-up scheduling, and RC BU denotes an architecture with reduced connectivity with bottom-up scheduling. On Figure 11b , FC + bypass TD denotes a fully connected architecture with software bypassing applied with a top-down scheduler, RC + bypass TD denotes software bypassing applied followed by the application of connectivity reduction with a top-down scheduler, FC + bypass BU denotes a fully connected architecture with software bypassing applied with a bottom-up scheduler, and RC + bypass BU denotes software bypassing applied followed by the application of connectivity reduction with a bottom-up scheduler.
It can be seen from the figure that the effect of connectivity reduction is larger for cases with single-ported register files. In each of the cases, the effect of software bypassing on the overall energy is larger than that of connectivity reduction. Minimal energy can be found with the combination of both, software bypassing and connectivity reduction, as they complement each other, with about 50% reduction compared to the largest architecture without bypassing and connectivity reduction. It is notable that bottom-up scheduling without software bypassing produces worse energy results due to the penalty of slightly higher clock cycles. However, the application of connectivity reduction erases this penalty leading to results similar to top-down scheduling, and the application of bypassing and connectivity reduction produces slightly better energy results for bottom-up scheduling than top-down for most of the architectures. For individual benchmarks of mips and motion, Figure 12a ,b shows the same data, with the left side of the figure displaying data without bypassing and the right side of the figure with bypassing enabled. The effect of connectivity reduction and software bypassing follows the patterns observed previously in Figure 6 , with Figure 12a representing the worst observed result and Figure 12b the best observed result. Overall, results in Figure 11 show that the combination of software bypassing and connectivity reduction leads to energy savings up to 50% using single-ported register files compared to the energy required by the largest architecture with four read and four write ports while maintaining or improving cycle counts.
Looking into more detail, Figure 13a shows the effect of bypassing and connectivity reduction on the energy of register files, with the left graph displaying data without bypassing and the right graph with bypassing. Due to it's nature, connectivity reduction does not contribute significantly to the reduction of energy of register files (with the exception of possible buffer distribution, as discussed previously in Section 5), and the main benefit is from the effect of bypassing, combining drop in cycle counts (Figure 6a ) as well as actual reduction in the number of dynamic register reads and writes (Figure 6b ). It can be seen from this figure that the addition of write port increases the energy dramatically, this trend is visible regardless of the use of software bypassing. As a matter of fact, from the single register file, we observed a linear progression when adding register file write ports. Starting from the architecture with a single register file with a single read and write port (denoted as 1 × 1 × 1) through two read and two write ports (1 × 2 × 2), three read and write ports (1 × 3 × 3) until the most expensive four read and write ports (1 × 4 × 4) . The addition of read ports (architecture with four read and two write ports, denoted as 1 × 4 × 2), however, does not significantly differentiate from two read and two write ports. A similar observation can be made for the case of two register files. The architecture with two register files, each with a single read and single write port (2 × 1 × 1) does not differentiate significantly from the architecture with two read and single write ports in each register file (2 × 2 × 1). However, the addition of a second write port to both register files (2 × 2 × 2) leads to a significant jump in energy consumption.
While in Figure 6a ,b we observed a fairly consistent clock cycle performance across the range of architectures after the application of software bypassing as well as reduction in register file reads and write, Figure 13a clearly shows how expensive more complex register file configurations are, even with software bypassing. Figure 14a ,b shows the breakdown of the register consumption of register files for mips and motion benchmarks, with a visible effect of dramatic reduction in register file reads and writes observed in Figure 8b causing a significant difference in energy between software bypassing with top-down scheduler and software bypassing with bottom-up scheduler in the case of motion. Figure 13b shows the effect of bypassing and connectivity reduction on the interconnection network. Both reduced the connectivity and bypassing results in the drop of energy, with the combination of both providing the best results. However, while connectivity reduction causes a drop of energy by actually removing components that consume energy, the benefit from software bypassing is largely due to a decrease in cycle counts and interconnection network traffic. The use of new bottom-up scheduling and bypassing algorithm results in better interconnection energy results for all of the architectures. Figure 15a ,b shows the same information for mips and motion, respectively. As discussed in Section 5, the register files and interconnection network interact. Therefore, when synthesizing for reduced connectivity, the synthesis tool redistributed capacitance between the interconnection network and register file, which shows, for the architecture marked as 3 × 1 × 1, as a slight increase in interconnection network energy.
In order to investigate the claim that connectivity reduction leads to a decrease in processor core energy, we present Figure 16a ,b where the breakdown for mips and motion benchmarks shows combined energy of register file(s) and interconnection network, respectively. We observe that in cases where connectivity reduction caused a slight increase in register file energy or interconnection energy, the sum of those two still shows minimal difference compared to fully connected architectures. The same result has been observed for all the benchmarks. is the visible effect of connectivity reduction, producing better energy savings than software bypassing for cases with multiple register files, while for single register files, bypassing seems to have similar benefits. Detailed results for mips and motion benchmarks are shown in Figure 18a ,b, respectively.
Finally, Figure 17b shows the effects of bypassing and connectivity reduction on the instruction fetch energy. Here, the impact of connectivity reduction is caused by the decrease in instruction width, as outlined previously in Figure 6c in clock cycles. We can observe a larger impact of connectivity reduction with the bottom-up scheduler. The breakdown of results for mips and motion benchmarks is shown in Figure 19a ,b, respectively. While previously we considered various components in the processor core, the interesting question is how large the impact of those is on the total core energy. On the left side of this figure, we display the relative energy of the interconnection network without bypassing and on the right side, the relative energy of the interconnection network with bypassing.
Matching real-time performance via synthesizing for higher clock frequency
We observed that several architectures resulted in similar low-energy requirements for cases with bypassing. We selected an architecture with two register files, each with a single read and single write port. We attempted to achieve the same real-time performance, without bypassing, while applying only connectivity reduction and synthesizing for higher clock frequency. On the left side of this figure, we display the relative energy of the interconnection network and register files without bypassing and on the right side, the relative energy of the interconnection network and register files with bypassing. Table 2 shows, for each benchmark, clock cycles with bypassing during bottom-up scheduling and without. It also shows the required time per cycle and equivalent clock frequency for each benchmark to achieve the same real-time results without bypassing as with bypassing. Setting timing constraints for each benchmark individually, we synthesized the architecture, simulated at gate level, and provided gate activity to the power compiler, as discussed in Section 5.
We observed that for all benchmarks, designs can be successfully synthesized and simulated at required frequencies when setting the clock frequency as required by Table 2 and using reduced connectivity with bottom-up scheduling (RC BU speed optimized). Results in Figure 21 indicate that the increase in clock frequency required to achieve a shorter execution time to match performance with software bypassing leads to an increase in energy consumption for four of the eight benchmarks, when compared to the fully connected architecture with bypassing synthesized for 250 MHz. Exceptions from this trend are aes, jpeg, mips, and motion benchmarks. As can be seen from Table 2 , the impact of software bypassing for those two benchmarks was relatively limited, and therefore, only a relatively small increase in clock frequency was required.
Compared to the combination of software bypassing and reduced connectivity at 250 MHz, however, synthesizing for higher frequency leads to an increase in energy requirements for all the cases. separately. Here, we can observe that the synthesis for higher clock frequency has the highest impact on the energy of the register files and instruction fetch.
Conclusions
In this paper, we evaluated our proposed method on how to improve energy efficiency of processor cores for exposed data path architectures -software bypassing, against a design space exploration technique -connectivity reduction. Our observation shows that both, compiler optimization of software bypassing and architecture optimization of connectivity reduction, lead to a decrease in energy requirements of the processor. In particular, we observed that for the architecture with several register files, connectivity reduction brings benefits equaling that of software bypassing overall, mainly due to the large number of removed connections and consequent decrease in instruction width. It has, however, no significant effect on the register file energy and does not contribute to performance increase as such. In the case of a single register file, the overall effect of connectivity reduction on energy savings is much smaller than that of software bypassing. It is notable, however, that connectivity reduction allowed for higher clock frequency with architectures with a small number of register file write ports.
Software bypassing, on the other hand, showed a fairly consistent improvements to cycle counts, across all tested architectures. Eventually, even the most limited register file configuration achieved better clock cycle performance than the architectures with a large number of read and write ports, without bypassing.
While software bypassing does not contribute to reduction in instruction width, or reduction in the complexity of the interconnection network, the main benefits of software bypassing come from cycle count improvements and associated energy savings across all components and from register file savings.
We observed that software bypassing provides similar or better energy efficiency to processor customization by reducing connectivity while maintaining the full programmability of the processor.
We also showed that in order to match the performance achievable with software bypassing, architectures with reduced connectivity can be synthesized with higher frequency. However, this results in four of eight benchmarks increasing their energy requirements compared to software bypassing with a fully connected network as well as the loss of the reprogrammability.
In addition, the combination of software bypassing and reduced connectivity is more energy efficient than
